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Dynamic interaction between the human body and the environment can be assessed by measuring force
and estimating velocity at their interface. A sensorized glove with movement and force sensing is
developed in which this principles is applied.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Measuring the physical interaction between the human body and the environment is important in medicine,
ergonomics and sports. Potential applications include the assessment of motor performance in rehabilitation,
measuring whether the human body is loaded within safe limits in ergonomics and training for optimal
performance of motor activities in sports.
The physical interaction between the human body and the environment can be assessed by measuring force and
velocity at their interface (Fig 1a). Power transfer can be derived from the inner product of force and velocity
[1,2], the dynamics of environment can be derived by relating movement to force under conditions in which the
human body is the actor and the environment behaves passively and does not change in certain time periods
[1,3].
It is the objective of our current PowerSensor project to demonstrate these principles and to develop a
sensorized glove that is able to measure hand and finger movements as well as interface forces. The sensor
system that is to be applied on the finger tips and selected finger and hand segments will include inertial and
magnetic sensors for movement and an accurate 3D force sensor for interface forces (Fig. 1b). Optionally, the
3D force sensor may be extended by 3D moment sensing. This paper provides an overview of our current
research achievements in this area, with reference to papers that provide more detail.
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Figure 1. The PowerGlove concept [1]. (a) Dynamic interaction between the human body and the
environment can be assessed by measuring force and estimating velocity at the interface, (b) a sensorized
glove with movement and force sensing is developed in which these principles are applied.
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Figure 2. Feasibilityy demonstratiion of power sensing and load identification. A masss was moved from the
groundd to a table folllowing arbitrary trajectoriees (b) using a sensorized haandle with ann Xsens inertiaal sensing
unit annd an ATI-mini45 6 DoF force/moment
f
t sensor (a). Work
W
perform
med and masss were estimaated from
measurred movementt and force information andd compared to
o changes of potential
p
enerrgy and actuall value of
the masss. Similar tessts were perforrmed using sppring loads [2,,3].
2.

MA
ATERIALS AND
D METHODS

Feasibiility demonstrration of conceepts
We proopose two conncepts concern
ning the assesssment of the dynamic
d
interaaction betweenn the human body
b
and
the envvironment, beiing the estimation of powerr transferred an
nd dynamics of
o the environnment.
Conceppt 1: Sensing power
p
transferr between the body and the environment
The power transfer between
b
the bo
ody and the en
environment was
w estimated for the displac
acement of an unknown
load. First, relevant movement
m
qu
uantities were estimated: thee sensor orientation was esttimated at any
y moment
by inteegrating the siignals of the 3D angular vvelocity sensors and correcting the resullting estimate for drift,
applyinng known orieentations at th
he start and eend of the mo
ovement. The 3D accelerattion was transsferred to
global ccoordinates ussing the estim
mated orientatiion at any mom
ment. Subsequ
uently, the graavitational accceleration
was sub
ubtracted and the resulting acceleration iintegrated to velocity, and velocity subssequently to change
c
of
positionn. Integration drift was redu
uced by applyying known zeero velocity att the start andd end of the movement,
m
informaation about chhange of heig
ght was not ussed. Power traansfer was esstimated at eac
ach moment in
n time by
multipllying force annd velocity, multiplying
m
m
moment and angular
a
velocity and addingg both compo
onents of
power ttransfer. Perfoormed work was
w estimated bby integrating power transfeer over time [22].
Conceppt 2: Identifyinng load dynam
mics
A secoond order loadd model, inclluding mass, damping and
d stiffness parrameters, wass identified by
y relating
estimatted acceleratioon, velocity and displacem
ment to measurred force as function
f
of tim
me using leasst squares
estimattion [3]. Thesee movement qu
uantities weree derived as deescribed abovee.
Experim
mental methodds applied in the
t feasibility demonstration
n
Work pperformed andd load dynamiccs were estim
mated from inerrtial movemen
nt sensing andd force/momen
nt sensing
at the iinterface betw
ween a handle and the load, while displaccing the load. The estimated
ed work perforrmed was
namics with th
he known chaaracteristics off the load
comparred to the chaange of potential energy andd the load dyn
(Fig. 2)).

Developpment of the PowerGlove
P
In addittion to demonnstrating the principles of dyynamic interaaction assessm
ment, we are deeveloping a prrototype
of the ssensorized gloove, including movement annd force sensin
ng.
Inertiall sensing of haand and fingerr movements
Hand aand finger movvements are estimated
e
by fu
fusing inertial and magnetic movement seensing on the segments
of the ffingers and thhe back of thee hand with a kinematic an
natomical mod
del of the handd. The applied
d optimal
estimattion method was
w initially deeveloped usingg a model thatt generates sen
nsor signals w
when performin
ng certain
hand annd finger movvements. It is now
n evaluatedd using a com
mplete inertial/m
magnetic senssor module on
n the back
of the hhand and 3D accelerometers
a
s and magnetoometers on thee segments off index finger aand thumb [4]]. A more
extensivve distributedd movement seensing system,, including 3D
D gyroscopes is currently beeing developed
d.
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Figure 3. Working principle
p
of thee six degree-oof-freedom forrce/moment seensor [5] (a,b)) normal forcee sensing,
(c) mom
ment sensing, (d) shear force sensing
Six deggree-of-freedoom fingertip fo
orce/moment ssensor
nsists of a siliccon top electroode which is supported
The sixx degree-of-freeedom fingertip force/mome
ment sensor con
s
by manny thin silicon pillars. Thesee pillars are thee spring elemeents of the forrce sensor for all degrees off freedom.
An appplied load to the
t sensor resu
ults in a smalll displacemen
nt of the top electrode
e
relattive to the botttom part.
Capacittive read-out is used to detect this displaacement, deterrmining all ax
xial force com
mponents and all torque
componnents simultanneously. For determining
d
foorces/momentss which cause out of plane ddisplacement of the top
m wafer (Fig. 3a,b,c). Eacch force comp
part, foour triangularr electrodes are
a realized in the bottom
ponent is
determiined by measuuring the chan
nge in capacitaance between these electrod
des and the topp wafer. For measuring
m
shear foorces and a moment
m
around
d the normal aaxes, comb-shaped electrodees are realizedd in the top an
nd bottom
part. Ann applied sheaar force causees a differentiaal change in capacitance
c
wiith respect to the top wafer (Fig. 3d)
[5].
3.

REESULTS

Feasibiility demonstrration of conceepts
g with a spring constant of 88 N/m appeaared to be
The esttimated work performed on
n a 9.4 kg masss and a spring
accuratte within 4 % for varying movements
witth durations between 3 and 5 s [2].
m
The maass parameter of the mass lo
oad was identiified within 5 % error, with
h negligible foorces due to stiffness
and dam
mping. The stiffness parameter of the sprring load was identified witthin 3 % errorr with negligib
ble forces
due to m
mass and dam
mping. Variancces accountedd for were abov
ve 99 %.
Developpment of the PowerGlove
P
Inertiall sensing of haand and fingerr movements
The firsst version of the
t inertial and
d magnetic moovement sensing system, in
ncluding a com
mplete Xsens
movem
ment sensing module
m
P
with 3D accelerometeers and
on the back of the haand and smalll distributed PCBs
magnettometers on thhe segments of the index finnger and the th
humb, is illusttrated in figurre 4. Further
descripptions of the seensor fusion algorithms,
a
thiis movement sensing
s
system
m and the initiial evaluation of
measurring hand and finger movem
ments are provvided in anoth
her paper in thiis proceedingss [4].

(a)

(b)

vement sensorr PCB with 3D
D accelerometter and magneetometer, (b) the
t first
Figure 4. (a) first verrsion of a mov
dex finger and
d thumb [4]
prototyype kinematic glove with paartial instrumeentation of ind
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(a)
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Figure 5. (a) SEM piicture showing
g the top electtrode with thee silicon pillars and the com
mb-structure fo
or
measurring forces andd moments, (b
b) Six degreess of freedom force-moment
f
sensor mountted on a test PCB
P
[5]
Six deggree-of-freedoom fingertip fo
orce/moment ssensor
The sixx degree-of-freeedom force-m
moment sensoor has been reaalized and testted [5] (Fig. 55). The force range
r
is
up to 500 N in normall direction and
d 10 N in sheaar direction, th
he moment ran
nge is betweenn 0 and 25 Nmm
around each axis. Foorce measurem
ments showed a full scale errror of 0.9 % in normal and of 0.4% in sh
hear
directioons, moments showed a fulll scale error o f 2.8% around
d the normal and
a 1.1 % arouund the other axes.
4. DIISCUSSION
It shoulld be noted thhat load identiffication was pperformed und
der the condition that the huuman body is actively
a
perturbbing a constantt passive load
d. When the looad is varying and/or generaates forces on the human bo
ody, the
estimatted dynamics are the combined effective dynamics of both
b
human body and load,, since measurrements
are perfformed in a cllosed dynamicc loop. It is, thherefore, impo
ortant to assess the measureement conditio
on in
daily-liife situations, possibly by id
dentifying the performed acctivity. This iss to be further investigated.
In the ccoming periodd, we plan to combine
c
inertiial and force sensors
s
in the prototype sennsorized glovee and
demonsstrate the pow
wer sensing and load identifi
fication princip
ples when inteeracting with tthe environmeent using
the glovve.
In addittion to assessiing the dynam
mic interactionn between the human body and
a the enviroonment, the seensorized
glove iss expected to be useful in biomechanical
b
l analysis of hand function and
a assessmennt of human motor
m
controll, as well as inn animation an
nd serious gam
ming.
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